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SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
& PLANT MATS
Plant mats: making difficult situations easy 

An instant green and beautiful result: only one of the features of the 
ready to use plant mat. But the Covergreen® plant mat has more 
benefits!

Inclines
Rinsing of soil 
Plant mats are really suitable for inclines and other slopes. The 
incline will be covered at once, which will provide the soil from 
rinsing (soil erosion). The plant mats roots will bring structure to 
the soil immediately. Water won’t drain, but will be absorbed and 
delivered in phases to the plants and the soil on the incline. 
Maintenance friendly 
Maintenance on a slope is difficult. Our maintenance friendly plant 
mat will reduce the needed maintenance significant. With a simple 
embedding slopes up to 50° are possible!
Hedera helix ‘Woerner’, Vinca minor, Waldsteinia Ternata, and 
in really dry circumstances the Sedum plant mat, offer a beautiful 
solution. 

Tree base
Healthy tree by open tree base  
An open, green tree base benefits the tree. Hardenings close off the 
tree base and deteriorate the trees health. 
Fully green covered tree base  
Plants underneath a tree develop less well and compete with the 
tree for rain water, nutrition and day light. But not our ready 
to use ground covers. Our plant mats have been pre-grown in 
greenhouses and are fully grown. They create a maintenance 
friendly and covered tree base, directly after installing. Which is 
easy: the plant mats can be put down on the soil, instead of being 
installed between roots!

If you have any questions or remarks, do not hesitate to contact us:
T  +31 (0) 548-365 071  
WhatsApp +31 (0) 633 039 365    
F  +31 (0) 548-361 285  
E  info@covergreen.nl Size L57 x W38 x H5 cm (4.5 plant mats per m2).

READY TO USE




